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434 BOOK REVIEWS 
designs turns out to have fewer inputs than triplication (again using AND, OR 
and NOT elements). Furthermore, no mention was made of the cases when it is 
desirable to have more than a single error corrected. 
Each chapter of the book ends with a set of problems. The problems given are 
very routine and at best may help the reader in understanding the text--not 
stimulate him. Since most of the book (with the exception of Chapter VII) is 
written in a clear style, the problems do not seem to add much to the book. 
SAMUEL WINOGRAD 
IBM 
Thomas J. Watson Research Center 
Yorktown Heights, New York 
ERRATA 
Concerning the article "Relational Phrase Structure Grammar and 
its Tentative Applications" which appeared in Volume 8, pp. 503-530, 
the author notes as follows: 
1. Definition 3.1.a on p. 520, line 13, should read: 
A phrase marker of the sentence a generated by a relational grammar 
(2, C ~, G~} is a phrase marker of the sentence a generated by the grammar 
2, such that satisfies the following conditions: 
For every system of vertices n, n j n j ~ (mj > 2, j  = 1, •. • , p, 1 , 2 , " " " ~ nmj ~. 
where p is the number of all the sequences of vertices ordered by the 
relation G1 defined in 1.2.d), if n /  ~-%, n~+li ~ %~ (s = 2, • . . ,  mj.), 
y-1 G2(nl , n~), where G2 is a weak relation of linear order defined in 1.2.d, 
if ~(n) C i, and if any sequence ~(nlJ)~(nj) J . . . .  ~(n~3.) belongs to 
L(G/ ) (1  < r < lc), then a k-tupIe of sequences (e(n[~)e(n~) . . .  
J l  32 J2 J2 , /nak ", /n~k'~ q~(nl )~(n2 ) ~(n~k)} be-  . .  ~(n~) ,  • . . . . .  ~(n~j~), • ~t ~ ;~  ) 
]ongs to L (G ~) (jr = j, and 1 -< j~ _-< p). 
2. The last two lines on p. 527, and lines 1, 2, 3, and4 on p. 528 should 
read: 
GP will then generate the folIowing quadruples: 
(S VP  V,~n , S VP  NP  N X,  S VP PP  Comp to, 
S VP PP  Comp S NP  N X),  
(S VP PP  Comp S VP Vt~u , S VP PP  Comp S VP NP  N X,  
S VP PP  Comp S VP PP  Comp to, S VP PP  Comp 
S VP PP  Comp S NP  N X),  
etc. 
3. On several pages: 
In no instance should boldface type be used; however, it is used in 
several places where symbols should appear under an arrow instead. 
For instance, line 4 from bottom on p. 507 should read: 
I f  G~.(n~, n2), then there is a vertex n3 such that n~, n2 E n~. 
